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Dear Friends and Supporters,
We have been running nonstop for the past two months. My older sister, Kari, is battling cancer. We praise the Lord that
we were able to see her and the rest of our families during a short trip to the US in December. Watching my sister battle
cancer while living on a different continent has been difficult. Kari and I communicate, but I often feel helpless because I
can’t drop what I’m doing to be there in person with her. We are grateful for extended family and their church family
that have helped her.
Upon returning in Chile, we had to quarantine! Once that was done, we hit the ground running with language school. I
have started the fourth of five books in my class.
Our greatest ministry opportunities have been helping a local pastor. John Moncada is a national pastor who has
partnered with CORE during the past 18 months. He has planted a church and is currently remodeling a church facility. I
start most days with four hours of language school and then help Pastor John in the afternoon and evenings. After
spending hours on the taxing brain work of learning a new language, manual labor is a welcome mental break!
The facility was an abandoned, old workshop. We removed trash, reworked the steel structure, dug trenches by hand
for sewer lines, poured concrete, framed walls, hung drywall, ran electrical and painted. We essentially gutted the
building. Due to the rising costs of materials (and some unforeseen structural issues) the project cost more than their
church raised.
We filmed a video about the extra need and shared it on social media. In just three days, we raised the entire amount
needed! It was a huge encouragement to me. It was an especially huge encouragement to Pastor John. Before the
fundraiser, they had less than $100 USD left in their account. The money purchased cement for the floor, metal studs
for the walls, and all the electrical work. The church loses her current rental building this week, so they desperately
needed to finish this work and use the building for services.
The building interior is basic with rough concrete floors, a leaking roof, and an exposed metal structure. It will be several
more years before this church can completely finish the interior, but it will be usable this week!
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This past Sunday was bittersweet because our church said goodbye to Josúe, Alondra, and their young
daughter, Ely. They were the first family to invite us over for dinner when we arrived in Chile last year. We love
this family and are sad to see them go. However, now that they have finished Bible college, we are excited
about a new opportunity for them to spread the Gospel.
The Lord opened the door for Josúe and Alondra to pastor a new church plant on Chiloe Island which is 750
miles south of Santiago. Please pray for them as they leave their families here in Santiago. Josúe had a
profitable business and Alondra is a nurse. They are leaving behind financial security to forge ahead for the
sake of the Gospel.
They are the fourth family in the first six years of Liberty Baptist Church’s existence to become church
planters. Another family will likely start a church this year. By the grace of God, the previous pastors have all
been supported by CORE and are now financially self-supported by their churches!
Would you pray for the following items?
- Pray that Kari would be healed of her cancer.
- Pray that I would finish language school in the next few months.
- Pray for Josúe and Alondra and their church plant. Would you pray and consider financially supporting this
family for the next few years?
We are grateful for God’s call to be witnesses and contributors to the Gospel message advancing in Latin
America. Thank you for your love, support, and prayers which allow us to be your Gospel partners here in
Chile.
-The Beil Family
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